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MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF  
THE ORIGINAL AMENDMENT XIII 

TITLES OF NOBILITY & HONOR 
The Missing 13th Amendment 

 

 The purpose of this memorandum is to reveal the conspiracy by congress steered by the 

ABA to supplant the Law by concealing the original 13th Amendment” ratified in 18191 and 

concealed in 1876 when the 14th Amendment was divided into “two” thereby holding the 

position of the 13th and the 14th Amendments. The now hidden, ratified, and still Law, 

Amendment carries an enforceable strict penalty, i.e., “inability to hold office” and “loss of 

citizenship” for holding the title of honor called “Esquire,”2 a title of dignity.3  

 THE ORIGINAL 13TH AMENDMENT ratified in 1819 that "disappeared" in 1876, added an 

enforceable strict penalty, i.e., inability to hold office and loss of citizenship, for violations of 

the already existing constitutional prohibition in Article 1, Section 9, Clause 8 on titles of 

nobility and other conflicts of citizenship interest, such as accepting emoluments of any kind 

for services or favors rendered or to be rendered. This is particularly applicable today in the 

21st Century as government is increasingly FOR SALE to the highest bidder, as foreign and 

multinational corporations and individuals compete to line the pockets of politicians and 

political parties to accommodate and purchase protection or privilege, i.e. honors, for their 

special interests. 

Article 13, ratified in 1819, reads as follows: 

If any citizen of the United States shall accept, claim, receive, or retain any title of 
nobility or honour, [BAR lawyers have the title of high honor above gentleman, and below 
knight called “Esquire”] or shall without the consent of Congress, accept and retain any 
present, pension, office, or emolument of any kind whatever, from any emperor, king, 
prince, or foreign power, such person shall cease to be a citizen of the United States, and 
shall be incapable of holding any office of trust or profit under them, or either of them.  

  

 
1 Amendment XIII – (ratified 1819) If any citizen of the United States shall accept, claim, receive, or retain any title of 
nobility or honor, or shall without the consent of Congress, accept and retain any present, pension, office, or emolument of 
any kind whatever, from any emperor, king, prince, or foreign power, such person shall cease to be a citizen of the United 
States, and shall be incapable of holding any office of trust or profit under them, or either of them. 
2 ESQUIRE: In English law. A title of dignity next above gentleman, and below knight. Also a title of office given to sheriffs, 
serjeants, and barristers at law, justices of the peace, and others. 1 Bl.Comm. 406; 3 Steph.Comm. 15, note; Tomlins. On the 
use of this term in American law, particularly as applied to justices of the peace and other inferior judicial officers, see 
Christian v. Ashley County, 24 Ark. 151; Corn. v. Vance, 15 Serg. & R., Pa., 37. 
3 DIGNITY: In English law. An honor; a title, station, or distinction of honor. Dignities are a species of incorporeal 
hereditaments, in which a person may have a property or estate. 2 Bl.Comm.37; 
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 In January, 1810, Senator Reed proposed the "Title of Nobility" Amendment. The Senate 

voted to pass by a vote of 26 to 1; the House resolved in the affirmative 87 to 3; by Dec. 10, 

1812 twelve of the required thirteen States ratified Amendment XIII.  

 The following states and/or territories have published the Titles of Nobility 13th 

Amendment in their official publications as a ratified amendment to the Constitution of the 

United States in the following years, and then it mysteriously disappeared: 

1) Colorado - 1861, 1862, 1864, 1865, 1866, 1967, 1868;  

2) Connecticut - 1821, 1824, 1835, 1839;  

3) Dakota -1862, 1863, 1867;  

4) Florida - 1823, 1825, 1838;  

5) Georgia - 1819, 1822, 1837, 1846;  

6) Illinois - 1823, 1825, 1827, 1833, 1839, dis. 1845;  

7) Indiana - 1824, 1831, 1838;  

8) Iowa - 1839, 1842, 1843;  

9) Kansas - 1855, 1861, 1862, 1868;  

10) Kentucky – 1822;  

11) Louisiana - 1825, 1838/1838 [two separate publications];  

12) Maine - 1825, 1831;  

13) Massachusetts – 1823;  

14) Michigan - 1827, 1833;  

15) Mississippi - 1823, 1824, 1839;  

16) Missouri - 1825, 1835, 1840, 1841, 1845;  

17) Nebraska - 1855, 1856, 1857, 1858, 1859, 1860, 1861, 1862, 1873;  

18) North Carolina - 1819, 1828;  

19) Northwestern Territories – 1833;  

20) Ohio - 1819, 1824, 1831, 1833, 1835, 1848;  

21) Pennsylvania - 1818, 1824, 1831;  

22) Rhode Island – 1822;  

23) Virginia – 1819;  

24) Wyoming - 1869, 1876:  

RECAPPING THE ABOVE LIST– Titles of Nobility 13th Amendment was published as ratified in 

24 States in 78 separate official government publications. 

CONCEALED HISTORY REVEALED 

 In the winter of 1983, archival research expert David Dodge, and former Baltimore police 

investigator Tom Dunn, were searching for evidence of government corruption in public 

records stored in the Belfast Library on the coast of Maine. By chance, they discovered the 

library's oldest authentic copy of the Constitution of the United States (printed in 1825). Both 

men were stunned to see THIS DOCUMENT INCLUDED A 13TH AMENDMENT THAT NO LONGER 
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APPEARS ON CURRENT COPIES OF THE CONSTITUTION. Moreover, after studying the Amendment's 

language and historical context, they realized the principal intent of this "missing" 13th 

Amendment was to prohibit lawyers that were members of the British BAR from serving in 

government. If this Amendment had not disappeared from history there would not have been 

an American BAR that was established in the 20th century; And carried on the subversion of 

changing our Natural Law to civil law, which was accomplished by simply teaching statutory 

law in place of Natural Law in BAR taught schools; Then they required only BAR registered 

barristers to represent people in the court. The BAR taught barristers then steered Congress 

and the Federal Judiciary in civil law to control the People. Since all American lawyers and 

judges and most legislators are members of the BAR, thereby BAR taught, and must pass the 

BAR examination which simply expunged Natural Law by not teaching it and therefore our 

courts are completely ignorant of true Constitutional Law. All court officers must sever 

themselves from the BAR and learn Common Law. 

 So, began a seven-year, nationwide search for the truth surrounding the most bizarre 

Constitutional puzzle in American history; The unlawful removal of a ratified Amendment 

from the Constitution of the United States. Since 1983, Dodge and Dunn have uncovered 

additional copies of the Constitution with the "missing" 13th Amendment printed in at least 

eighteen separate publications by ten different states and territories over four decades from 

1822 to 1860. 

 In January, 1810, Senator Reed proposed the "Title of Nobility" Amendment (History of 

Congress, Proceedings of the Senate, p. 529-530). On April 27, 1810, the Senate voted to pass 

this 13th Amendment by a vote of 26 to 1; the House resolved in the affirmative 87 to 3; and 

the resolve was sent to the States for ratification: By Dec. 10, 1812, twelve of the required 

thirteen States had ratified as follows: Maryland, Dec. 25, 1810; Kentucky, Jan. 31, 1811; Ohio, 

Jan. 31, 1811; Delaware, Feb. 2, 1811; Pennsylvania, Feb. 6, 1811; New Jersey, Feb. 13, 1811; 

Vermont, Oct. 24, 1811; Tennessee, Nov. 21, 1811; Georgia, Dec. 13, 1811; North Carolina, Dec. 

23, 1811; Massachusetts, Feb. 27, 1812;New Hampshire, Dec. 10, 1812. Before a thirteenth 

State could ratify, the War of 1812 broke out and interrupted this very rapid move for 

ratification.  

 In June of 1984, Dodge uncovered the evidence that this missing 13th Amendment had 

indeed been lawfully ratified by the state of Virginia and was therefore an authentic 

Amendment to the American Constitution. Therefore, a 13th Amendment restricting BAR 

lawyers from serving in government was ratified in 1819 and removed from our Constitution 

during the tumult of the Civil War. 

 The 1876 Laws of Wyoming which also show the "missing" Thirteenth Amendment, along 

with the current 13th Amendment (freeing the slaves) and the current 15th Amendment on 

the same page. The current 13th Amendment is listed as the 14th, the current 14th 

amendment is omitted, and the current 15th Amendment is in its proper place. 
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 No record has been found that the State of Connecticut ever acted to either accept or reject 

this original 13th Amendment. Yet, it was published in three separate editions of "The Public 

Statute Laws of the State of Connecticut" as a part of the U.S. Constitution in 1821, 1824, 1835 

and 1939. Then, without record or explanation, it mysteriously disappeared from subsequent 

editions prior to the Civil War between the states. However, printing by a legislature is prima 

facie evidence of ratification, and it has been found to have been printed as part of the 

Constitution in this and many other states until around the Civil War period - when it 

mysteriously disappeared from subsequent printings. It was found to have been printed by 

the legislature of Connecticut in the following: 1821 - The Public Statute Laws of the State of 

Connecticut, as revised and enacted by the General Assembly in May, 1821 pg. 19 1824 - The 

Public Statute Laws of the State of Connecticut, as revised and enacted by the General 

Assembly in May, 1824 pg.18-19. The Public Statute Laws of the State of Connecticut, 

compiled in obedience to a resolve of the General Assembly passed May, 1835, to which is 

prefixed the Declaration of Independence & Constitution of the United States and the State of 

Connecticut, published by the authority of the State of Connecticut. The Marginal note in all 

three publications reads: "Citizenship forfeited by the acceptance, from a foreign power, of 

any title of nobility, office or emolument of any kind." The prima facie evidence of ratification 

of this Amendment is overwhelming. Since the creditors of this bankruptcy are foreign 

powers and this "unaccountable committee of BAR lawyers" spoken of by Robert H. Bork 

have accepted and retained the "office of trustee" for these creditors and foreign powers, their 

Citizenship has been forfeited by this acceptance. Since the Amendment was never lawfully 

repealed, it is still the Law today. The implications are enormous. 

Below is proof of the de facto government's actions. Below is the original thirteenth 

amendment as it appears in a manual printed in 1840 for American citizens  
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MEANING OF THE 13TH AMENDMENT 

The "missing" 13th Amendment to the Constitution of the United States reads as follows: 

"If any citizen of the United States shall accept, claim, receive, or retain any 

title of nobility or honor, or shall without the consent of Congress, accept and 

retain any present, pension, office, or emolument of any kind whatever, from 

any emperor, king, prince, or foreign power, such person shall cease to be a 

citizen of the United States, and shall be incapable of holding any office of 

trust or profit under them, or either of them." 

 At the first reading, the meaning of this 13th Amendment seems obscure, unimportant. 

The references to "nobility," "honor", "emperor," "king," and "prince" lead us to dismiss this 

amendment as a petty post-revolution act of spite directed against the British monarchy. But 

in our modern world of Lady Di and Prince Charles, anti-royalist sentiments seem so archaic 

and quaint, that the Amendment can be ignored. Not so. Consider some evidence of its 

historical significance: 

 "Titles of any kind" were prohibited in both Article VI of the Articles of Confederation 

(1777) and in Article I, Section 9, clause 9 which reads; 

“No title of nobility shall be granted by the United States: and no person 
holding any office of profit or trust under them, shall, without the consent of 
the Congress, accept of any present, emolument, office, or title, of any kind 
whatever, from any king, prince, or foreign state.” 

 
The 13th Amendment added specifically “Titles of Honor!”  

“Esquire” and “Barrister” are titles of honor. Whereas Blacks Law defines Esquire as follows; 

“In English law. A “title of dignity” next above gentleman, and below knight. 

also a title of office given to sheriffs, serjeants, and barristers at law, justices 

of the peace, and others. 1 Bl.Comm. 406; 3 Steph.Comm. 15, note; Tomlins. 

On the use of this term in American law, particularly as applied to justices of 

the peace and other inferior judicial officers, see Christian v. Ashley County, 

24 Ark. 151; Corn. v. Vance, 15 Serg. & R., Pa., 37.” 

And, Blacks Law defines a “Title of Dignity” as follows; 

“In English law. An honor; a title, station, or distinction of honor. Dignities 

are a species of incorporeal hereditaments, in which a person may have a 

property or estate. 2 Bl.Comm.37;” 

 The 13th Amendment added particularly “title of honor” and “such person shall cease to be 

a citizen of the United States, and shall be incapable of holding any office of trust or profit 

under them, or either of them.” Obviously, our founding fathers realized that the language of 
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Article I, Section 9, clause 9 was not specific enough having the teeth necessary in order to 

prevent “Barristers” from destroying our courts of justice and replacing it with their 

Babylonian law. Therefore, they added, “SUCH PERSON SHALL CEASE TO BE A CITIZEN OF THE 

UNITED STATES, AND SHALL BE INCAPABLE OF HOLDING ANY OFFICE OF TRUST OR PROFIT.”  

 Whereas our founding fathers realized that the BAR was already polluting our Common 

Law courts! Many courts in the colonies have already been transformed by these “Barristers” 

into “Chancery Courts,” that operate as equity courts4 and NOT LAW! Chancery courts are 

NOT COURTS OF LAW!  

 Today the BAR has succeeded in transforming all of our Natural Law Courts into chancery 

courts operating under Babylonian law a/k/a “civil law.” The 13th Amendment was our 

founding fathers’ solution to prevent the destruction of our “Courts of Law.” Whereas today 

we suffer the consequences of not paying attention to what our Founders were telling us and 

what our servants are doing.  

CONCLUSION: Esquires a/k/a Barristers, both titles being “titles of honor” are the minions of 

the New World Order whose purpose is to “Overthrow the Government of the United States,” 

by the replacing the Law in our courts with civil law.  

 Its high-time that the People learn and exercise their unalienable right of the science of 

“Government by Consent” and the Biblical Principles of Common Law and teach our children 

the same; And then, reinstate our Common Law Republic.  

OR PERISH!!! 

 

 
4 COURT OF CHANCERY: A court having the jurisdiction of a chancellor; a court administering equity and proceeding 
according to the forms and principles of equity. In England, prior to the judicature acts, the style of the court possessing the 
largest equitable powers and jurisdiction was the "high court of chancery." In some of the United States, the title "court of 
chancery" is applied to 428 a court possessing general equity powers, distinct from the courts of common law. Parmeter v. 
Bourne, 8 Wash. 45, 35 P. 586; Bull v. International Power Co., 84 N.J.Eq. 209, 93 A. 86, 88. 


